
How to Order My Université Sainte-Anne Graduation Ring:  
A Step-by-Step Guide 
 
 
STEP ONE: What Ring Do I Want? 
We have one style of graduation ring available in two sizes: Large and Small. Once you have 
determined if you would like the Large or Small model, consult the PRICE LIST to see which 
metal options fits best within your budget. Sterling Silver is a great price point option, but 
because it is a softer metal the ring is more likely to tarnish/scratch/bend over time; however, 
the great thing about sterling silver is the ring can always be cleaned, minor scratches can be 
removed, or the ring can be re-shaped if necessary.  
If you’re considering gold (yellow or white gold) the ring will be much more durable for 
everyday wear. As a stronger metal, gold is more resistant to scratching/bending/tarnishing but 
it is not invincible; it is still not recommended wearing your ring while doing activities such as 
going to the gym.  
If you’re considering gold, we have added a LTE (light-weight) option, which removes some gold 
from the underside of the ring. This leaves the same look, with a lower price point! LTE options 
are only available in gold.  
 
STEP 2: What’s My Finger Size?  
Once you have determined the model size, metal and price of the ring you’d like to order, it’s 
time to get your finger sized! You will have to consult a reputable jeweller in your area, or stop 
into Herbin Jewellers to have your finger sized. As these are wider rings, it is important to be 
sized with a sizing ring around 3mm, as wider rings tend to fit differently than thinner rings. A 
jeweller should be able to assist you in finding the right size for you. The right ring finger is the 
typical place for a graduation ring, but you’re able to have the ring made for any finger!  
 
STEP 3: How Do I Fill Out This Form?  
Once you have the size, metal, and finger size determined it’s time to fill out your order form! 
Please print the form linked on our website and follow along with the steps below:  
 

 
Section A: Check the boxes that apply to you (remember LTE options are only available in gold), 
and you have the choice of a plain, black (antiquing), or blue background option for the face of 

the ring. As you can see on the price list the blue option is a slightly higher price. 



 

 
 

Section B: 
i) Check the boxes for your preferred metal (White 10K, or Yellow 10K, or Sterling 

Silver, etc.) We will quote in 14K if you wish. The differences between 10K gold and 
14K gold has to do with gold content in the metal alloy. The majority of students 
choose 10K as there is very little visible difference in yellow gold, and no visible 

difference in white gold.  
ii) Write out the hand, and finger you had sized (right ring, or left middle etc) and the 

numerical finger size – note: quarter sizes are available.  
iii) Indicate what you would like on the shoulders of your ring.  

iv) Indicate what you would like engraved on the inside of the ring.  *we cannot 
guarantee engravings on LTE models, but will include them if possible (at no extra 

cost).   
v) Special Instructions: fill out this box if there is something you’d like us to know about 

the order, for example a preferred ship date. 
 

 
Section C: Choose how you would like to receive your ring. If you’re able to come to Wolfville to 
pick it up, that’s great and there is no extra charge. This is the best option if possible as we can 

check the fit of the ring. However, if you’re unable to make the trip, we are able to have the 
ring shipped directly to you. If you will be located outside of Canada when the ring arrives 

please call us and we will provide you with a shipping quote based on your location.  
 

  



Section D: Please fill out this section (and print clearly!) with the best way to contact you. This 
will be the phone number/email we use to contact you about your ring. The address provided 

should be your mailing address, not a temporary address.  

 
Section E: Consult the provided price list for the price of the ring you’re interested in, 

determine if your ring requires an oversize charge or not (on price list), these numbers 
combined will be your subtotal. Add tax on top of that (15%), and then the shipping fee if 
applicable; this is the grand total of your order. The ‘Less Deposit’ section is for how much 

you’d like to put down as a deposit, we require a minimum payment of $115 to place the order; 
however, you’re able to put down more if you wish, or the full payment. The remainder (after 
the deposit) can be paid in-store when the ring is picked up, or over the phone before the ring 

is shipped out.  
 

 
STEP FOUR: I filled out the form, what’s next?  
After your form is complete, either scan or take a clear photo of the form, and e-mail it to 
info@herbinjewellers.com after we receive your form, expect a call shortly. We will call you to 
confirm we received it, let you know if there are any issues, and process your payment. We can 
take credit card payment over the phone, or e-transfer (instructions will be provided when we 
call). If you don’t receive a call from us within 3 business days please call us! There is a chance 
we didn’t receive the e-mail.  
 
STEP FIVE: Wait for your ring to arrive!  
After you’ve received the confirmation call from Herbin Jewellers and we process your 
payment, your order is placed! As indicated on the order form the ring can take 5-7 weeks to 
arrive (as they are custom made), so sit tight and we will call you when it is processed and 
ready for pick up or shipping. If we are shipping your ring we will be in touch about a tracking 
number and the final payment if necessary.  
 

Good luck, and congratulations on graduation! 


